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Book Reviews 
A. RENYI, Selected papers, Vol. 1, 1948-1956, Akademiai Kiado, Budapest, 1976, 
627 pp. Alfred Renyi was a clear expositor, and most of the papers in this collection can 
be read with enjoyment. The forgotten motivations of some of today’s ideas in probability, 
carefully concealed from the public eye by today’s writers, spring to life in his early 
work on distribution of primes motivated by probabilistic ideas. The bulk of the papers 
deal with probability. Highlights: elegant treatment of order statistics, with ingenious 
proofs (especially in the paper with Hajos) which have yet to find their way into text- 
books-perhaps because writers of probability texts are still laboring under the illusion, 
nurtured by the late Willy Feller, that discrete probability is “easier” than geometric 
probability-; a treatment of the compound Poisson process which points the way to a 
characteristic-function-free treatment of infinitely divisible distributions; the foundations 
of probability starting with conditional probability, an idea whose time is coming; and a 
unified treatment of dimension and entropy, again waiting to be further developed. 
L. SCHLESINGER, Handbuch der Theorie der linearen Differentialgleichungen, 3 ~01s. in 2, 
Johnson Reprint Corporation, 1968,532 pp., 446 pp., 486 pp. Now that we are beginning 
again to believe that solving differential equations requires more than proving sterile 
existence theorems, this classic treatise can be reread with profit. It contains all that was 
known on linear ordinary differential equations at the turn of the century, with emphasis 
on the complex domain. One realizes, in reading these volumes, how little has been added 
since then. Are we on the verge of a new breakthrough, or will this remain the definitive 
treatise indefinitely ? 
D. WILSON, Presupposition and non-truth-conditional semantics, Academic Press, 1975, 
161 pp. A treatment of a lively chapter of contemporary philosophy of logic which, 
remarkably, may be of interest even to the mathematical logician, and has the polish of 
English academic philosophy. 
A. S. DAVYDOV, Quantum mechanics, 2nd ed., Pergamon Press, 1965, 636 pp. More 
readable to mathematicians than most introductory texts, and containing a lot of material 
not usually found in such places. 
H. LEBESGUE, Lecons sur les skies trigonome’triques, Blanchard, 1975, 125 pp. Reprint 
of a readable classic. One cannot overcome the suspicion that Lebesgue’s star is fading 
faster than that of other French mathematicians, like Paul Levy, who could not have 
cared less about the Lebesgue integral. 
H. LEEIESGUE, La mesure des grandeurs, Blanchard, 1975, 184 pp. In a good translation, 
these lessons would approximate the content of an advanced calculus text of our day. 
But are they worth translating ? 
S. IYANAGA (Ed.), The theory of numbers, North-Holland, 1975, 541 pp. This is very 
probably the long-awaited definitive treatment of what is known today of class-field 
theory. 
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